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Phyllodes tumours (PTs) are breast fibroepithelial lesions that are graded based on histological criteria as benign, borderline or malignant. PTs may recur locally. Borderline PTs and malignant
PTs may metastasize to distant sites. Breast fibroepithelial lesions, including PTs and fibroadenomas, are characterized by recurrent MED12 exon 2 somatic mutations. We sought to define the repertoire of somatic genetic alterations in PTs and whether these may assist in the differential diagnosis of these lesions. We collected 100 fibroadenomas, 40 benign PTs, 14 borderline PTs and 22 malignant PTs. Six, 6 and 13 benign, borderline and malignant PTs respectively and their matched normal tissue were subjected to targeted massively parallel sequencing (MPS) using the MSK-IMPACT sequencing assay. Recurrent MED12 mutations were found in 56% of PTs; in addition, mutations affecting cancer genes (e.g. TP53, RB1, SETD2 and EGFR) were exclusively detected in borderline and malignant PTs. We found a novel recurrent clonal hotspot mutation in the TERT promoter (−124 C>T) in 52% and TERT gene amplification in 4% of PTs. Laser capture microdissection revealed that these mutations were restricted to the mesenchymal component of PTs. Sequencing analysis of the entire cohort revealed that the frequency of TERT alterations increased from benign (18%), to borderline (57%) and to malignant PTs (68%; P<0.01), and TERT alterations were associated with increased levels of TERT mRNA (P<0.001). No TERT alterations were observed in fibroadenomas. An analysis of TERT promoter sequencing and gene amplification distinguished PTs from fibroadenomas with a sensitivity and a positive predictive value of 100% (CI 95.38%–100%) and 100% (CI 85.86%–100%), respectively, and a sensitivity and a negative predictive value of 39% (CI 28.65%–51.36%) and 68% (CI 60.21%–75.78%), respectively. Our results suggest that TERT alterations may drive the progression of PTs, and may assist in the differential diagnosis between PTs and fibroadenomas.
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INTRODUCTION

Phyllodes tumours (PTs) are rare fibroepithelial lesions (accounting for 0.3% to 0.5% of breast neoplasms) which are characterized by a proliferation of stromal cells with varying cellularity and atypia, resulting in the formation of leaf-like projections protruding into clefflike or cystically-dilated spaces lined by epithelium [1]. PTs are graded as benign, borderline or malignant based on the levels of stromal cellularity, nuclear atypia, tumour borders, proliferation rate, and the presence of stromal overgrowth [1]. Accurate grading of PTs is clinically relevant because local recurrence rates, although largely related to surgical margins, increase with grade, being documented in 5%–21%, 14%–46% and 18%–65% of benign PTs, borderline PTs and malignant PTs, respectively [2–4]. Although approximately 29% of malignant PTs display metastatic behaviour, distant metastases have also been documented in 2%–3% and up to 11% of benign PT and borderline PTs, respectively [2,4–6]. The treatment of PTs consists of surgical excision with clear margins. Patients with malignant PTs may receive adjuvant chemotherapy, however the response rates to current systemic therapies are only modest [7].

Despite their rarity, PTs pose diagnostic challenges[8,9]. Grading of these lesions is not uncommonly challenging, as is the distinction between benign PTs and cellular fibroadenomas, a variant of fibroadenoma that mimics PTs[1,9]. This distinction has important clinical implications, because fibroadenomas are considered to have limited potential for growth and progression to a more aggressive phenotype. Thus lumpectomy
alone or radiologic follow-up are adequate treatment options for fibroadenomas. In the latest World Health Organization (WHO) classification [1], it has been acknowledged that in some circumstances a generic diagnosis of cellular fibroepithelial neoplasm may be appropriate, recognizing our inability to classify these lesions correctly and predict their chance of recurrence and/or progression.

PTs have recently been shown to harbour somatic mutations affecting MED12, RARA, FLNA, SETD2 and KMT2D, followed by the acquisition of additional mutations in cancer-associated genes in borderline and malignant PTs, including TP53, RB1, EGFR and NF1 [10,11]. Most recently, TERT promoter mutations have been found to be associated with MED12 mutations in PTs, suggesting that these mutations may act in cooperation [12]. Here, we sought to characterize the repertoire of somatic genetic alterations in PTs and to define whether these genetic alterations may be employed in the differential diagnosis between PTs and fibroadenomas.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Cases

The archives of the Department of Pathology of Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center (MSKCC) were searched for PTs diagnosed and surgically removed at our institution between January 1996 and July 2015. The diagnostic slides and formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue blocks of 40 benign PTs, 14 borderline PTs and 22 malignant PTs were retrieved. In addition a series of 100 consecutive fibroadenomas was retrieved from the pathology archives of MSKCC. Samples were anonymized prior to analysis, and the study was approved by the MSKCC Institutional Review Board. Informed consent was obtained following the protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board. All cases including all tumour sections were independently reviewed by four pathologists with expertise in breast pathology (MM, ME, FCG and JSR-F), and classified according to the latest WHO criteria [1]. For discordant cases, a consensus diagnosis was achieved on a multi-head microscope.

Power Calculation

If we assume that PTs are driven by a recurrent genetic alteration in a way akin to MED12 exon 2 mutations in fibroadenomas, and this driver event would be present in at least ≥50% of cases, with 6 benign PTs, 6 borderline PTs and 13 malignant PTs, we would have >89%, >89% and >99% power, respectively, to identify a recurrent event (i.e. in two or more cases). Based on the report of Cani, et al. [11], we anticipated that a higher number of nonsynonymous somatic mutations would be identified in malignant PTs. With 13 samples, we would be able to detect genes recurrently mutated in >25% of samples at >80% power.

Microdissection and nucleic acid extraction

For all cases except MaPT19, MaPT20 and MaPT22, 8 μm-thick sections representative of the tumour and normal tissue were stained with nuclear fast red and microdissected using a sterile needle under a stereomicroscope (Olympus SZ61), to ensure a tumour cell content >80% and that the normal tissue was devoid of any neoplastic cells as previously described[13]. DNA extraction from microdissected tumour samples and normal adjacent tissues was performed separately using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen) and total
RNA extraction from microdissected tumour samples was performed using the RNeasy FFPE Kit (Qiagen), according to the manufacturers’ guidelines. DNA and RNA quantification was performed using the Qubit Fluorometer (Invitrogen).

**Targeted capture massively parallel sequencing**

Tumour and normal DNA samples from six benign, six borderline and 10 malignant PTs were subjected to targeted capture massively parallel sequencing at the MSKCC Integrated Genomics Operation (IGO), using the Integrated Mutation Profiling of Actionable Cancer Targets (MSK-IMPACT) assay [14] targeting all exons of 410 cancer genes harbouring actionable mutations and non-coding regions of selected genes. Extracted DNA (250ng) was used to prepare barcoded sequence libraries (New England Biolabs, KapaBiosystems) as previously described [14] (Supplementary Methods online). Details of the MSK-IMPACT analysis for the detection of somatic mutations are provided in the Supplementary Methods online [15–23]. Allele-specific copy number alterations (CNAs) were identified using FACETS [24] (Supplementary Methods online). Sequencing data for these PTs have been deposited to the NCBI Sequence Read Archive under the accession SRP062618.

For MaPT19, MaPT20 and MaPT22, targeted capture massively parallel sequencing was performed using the MSK-IMPACT v.3 (MaPT19–20) and MSK-IMPACT v.5 (MaPT22) clinical sequencing assays, in a Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA)certified environment, targeting all coding exons of 275 and 300 genes, respectively, as well as non-coding regions of selected genes as described by Cheng et al [14]. Mutation and CNA detection in the clinical setting was performed as described in Cheng et al [14] (Supplementary Methods online). The list of 227 genes concurrently present in MSKIMPACT (410 genes), MSK-IMPACTv3 and MSK-IMPACTv5 is presented in Supplementary Table S1. The agreement between the different MSK-IMPACT assays employed for the detection of mutations in the 227 genes targeted by all targeted capture panels is >98% (data not shown).

The likelihood of a mutation to be considered pathogenic was assessed on the basis of a combination of mutation function predictors [25–28] that has been shown to have a high negative predictive value [29], coupled with the presence of the mutated gene in the cancer gene lists described by Kandoth, et al. (127 significantly mutated genes) [30], the Cancer Gene Census [31] or Lawrence, et al. (Cancer5000-S gene set) [32] (Supplementary Methods online).

The cancer cell fraction (CCF) of each mutation was inferred using ABSOLUTE (v1.0.6) [33,34] (Supplementary Methods online)[35].

**PCR amplification and Sanger sequencing**

Hotspot somatic mutations in the MED12 (exon 2) gene and in the TERT promoter were investigated by Sanger sequencing in the entire cohort of fibroadenomas and PTs as previously described [13] (Supplementary Methods online).

**Validation of mutations identified by MSK-IMPACT using amplicon resequencing**

Somatic mutations in the MED12 (exon 2) gene and in the TERT promoter were further validated using amplicon resequencing in 72 of the 76 PTs (95%) and in a subset of fibroadenomas (23/100) included in this study. For amplicon resequencing, 10 ng of
genomic DNA was amplified with primers described in Supplementary Table S2 using the AmpliTaq Gold 360 Master Mix Kit as described in the Supplementary Methods online.

**Quantitative reverse transcription PCR (qRT-PCR)**

100 ng DNase-treated RNA was reverse transcribed using the SuperScript VILO kit (Invitrogen, Life Technologies). qRT-PCR was performed in triplicate for each sample using the TERT TaqMan Assay-on-Demand (IDs: Hs00972656_m1; Applied Biosystems, Life Technologies) on the StepOnePlus Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems) as previously described [36,37] (Supplementary Methods online).

**TERT copy number assay**

Copy number variations affecting the TERT gene were further validated using the TaqMan copy number assay (IDs: Hs06005815_cn; Applied Biosystems) on the StepOnePlus RealTime PCR System (Applied Biosystems) as per the manufacturer’s guidelines. RNase P (ID: 4403326; Applied Biosystems) was employed for assay normalization. All reactions were performed in quadruplicate. Assessment of copy number status was performed using CopyCaller software (Applied Biosystems) as recommended.

**Quantitative PCR method for measuring telomere length**

Telomere length was quantified in triplicate by quantitative PCR as previously described by Callaghan, et al.[38] using 40 ng of genomic DNA per sample per reaction (Supplementary Methods online).

**TeloFISH**

Telomere fluorescence in situ hybridization analysis (TeloFISH) using representative FFPE sections from 14 PTs (list of cases in the Supplementary Methods) was performed as previously described [39] (Supplementary Methods online). For each case, signals were counted in 100 morphologically unequivocal neoplastic cells, and the results were compared using the Mann-Whitney U test.

**Southern blot for telomere length determination**

For Southern blot analysis of telomere length, representative 8 μm-thick sections were cut from frozen samples of four PTs (two with TERT promoter mutations (MaPT03 and BoPT02), one with TERT amplification (MaPT06), one with wild-type TERT (BoPT11)), and subjected to microdissection under a stereomicroscope as described above. DNA extraction from microdissected samples and DNA quantification were performed as described above. Length of terminal restriction fragment (TRF) was assessed using the TeloTAGGG telomere length assay kit (Roche Molecular Biochemical), following the manufacturer’s instructions and as previously described [40] (Supplementary Methods online).

**Laser capture microdissection**

Representative 8 μm-thick sections from five cases (BePT10, BoPT02, BoPT03, BoPT07, MaPT01) were cut and mounted on Arcturus PEN membrane glass slides (Applied Biosystems) and microdissected using the Leica LMD 6500 System (Supplementary Methods online).
Comparative analysis of the frequencies of the TERT −124 C>T promoter hotspot mutation and TERT gene amplification in fibroadenomas and PTs

To assess the ability to distinguish PTs from fibroadenomas and to distinguish benign PTs from fibroadenomas based on TERT promoter mutational status and/or TERT gene amplification status, we calculated the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value based on the presence or absence of the TERT −124 C>T promoter mutation and/or TERT gene amplification. 95% confidence intervals were calculated according to the efficient-score method (corrected for continuity) as previously described [41] based on the method outlined by Wilson [42] (http://vassarstats.net/clin1.html).

Statistical analysis

The Chi-square test ($\chi^2$ test) and the Fisher’s exact test were employed for the comparison of categorical variables. Kruskal-Wallis test was employed to calculate the differences between the groups (i.e. benign PTs, borderline PTs and malignant PTs). All statistical analyses were carried out using IBM SPSS Statistics v.20 (IBM) or R v3.1.2. Two-tailed p-values <0.05 were considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Here we subjected six benign PTs, six borderline PTs and 13 malignant PTs (diagnoses based on concordant reviews by four pathologists with expertise in breast pathology (ME, MM, FCG and JSR-F)) to high-depth targeted capture massively parallel sequencing using MSK-IMPACT [14], a sequencing assay interrogating the coding regions of up to 410 genes, and intronic regions and promoters of selected genes. With a median depth of coverage of 560x (range 308–1114x; Supplementary Table S3), MSK-IMPACT analysis revealed that the number of somatic mutations (mean 2 (range 1–3), mean 4 (range 2–7) and mean 5 (range 2–8) in benign PT, borderline PT and malignant PT, respectively; Figure 1) and gene CNAs (Supplementary Figure S1) significantly increased with the grade of the lesions (Figure 2, Supplementary Table S4; p=0.0089 and p=0.047, respectively, Kruskal-Wallis tests). Consistent with previous observations [43], MED12 exon 2 somatic mutations were present in 56% of PTs, but were significantly less frequent in malignant PTs (31%) than in borderline PTs (83%) and benign PTs (83%) (p=0.01, Fisher’s exact test; Figure 1, Supplementary Table S5). This is in contrast with the results of Tan, et al. [10], where a similar frequency of MED12 mutations was found in PTs regardless of their histologic grades. MED12 exon 2 mutations were found to be clonal (i.e. inferred to be present in virtually all cancer cells analyzed in a given sample, see Supplementary Methods online) in all but one PT harbouring these somatic mutations (Supplementary Figure S2). Malignant PTs were found to harbour likely pathogenic somatic genetic alterations affecting known cancer genes, including TP53, RB1, PTEN, NF1, CDKN2A, NRAS, MTOR, EGFR and SF3B1 (Figure 1, Supplementary Table S5), some of which are potentially targetable, including homozygous deletions of CDKN2A, amplifications of EGFR (Supplementary Figure S3), mutations affecting the ligand binding and tyrosine kinase domains of EGFR, and hotspot mutations affecting PIK3CA (His1047Arg), NRAS (Gln61Lys), ERBB2 (Val777Leu) and ERBB3 (Val104Leu; Supplementary Table S5). A comparison between the results of the massively parallel sequencing performed in this study and in Tan, et al.[10] revealed differences in the prevalence of somatic mutations affecting TP53, RB1 and EGFR.
Our analysis revealed the presence of recurrent hotspot somatic mutations affecting the promoter region of TERT (−124 C>T; Supplementary Figure S4) in 52% and high-level amplification of the TERT gene in 4% of all PTs (Figure 1, Supplementary Figure S3), which were confirmed by high-depth targeted amplicon sequencing, Sanger sequencing and/or quantitative PCR (Supplementary Figure S5, Supplementary Table S7). The TERT −124 C>T promoter hotspot mutation was found to be clonal in all but one case (Supplementary Figure S2).

To define the frequency of the TERT −124 C>T promoter hotspot mutation and TERT gene amplification in PTs, we subjected additional 51 PTs to high-depth amplicon sequencing and quantitative PCR, which revealed an increasing frequency of somatic genetic alterations affecting the TERT gene in benign (18%), borderline (57%) and malignant PTs (68%, Figure 3A). By contrast, the rate of MED12 exon 2 somatic mutations in this cohort of PTs, as assessed by both amplicon sequencing and Sanger sequencing, was significantly higher in benign (80%) and borderline (64%) than in malignant PTs (23%; p < 0.01, Fisher’s exact test; Figure 3A). Malignant PTs lacking TERT alterations harboured clonal somatic mutations in well-described cancer genes such as EGFR, NF1 and ATRX, and two malignant PTs had concurrent likely pathogenic mutations affecting RB1 and TP53, coupled with loss of heterozygosity of the respective wild-type alleles (Figure 1, Supplementary Figure S2).

Somatic mutations affecting the promoter of TERT are the most frequent non-coding somatic mutations in cancer [44]. Two TERT promoter hotspot mutations (i.e. −124 C>T and −146 C>T, Supplementary Figure S4)[45] and TERT gene amplification have been reported in various human malignancies [46–51], and shown to result in increased levels of telomerase expression and activity in somatic cells [46,47,52,53]. Consistent with these observations, the levels of TERT mRNA were significantly higher in PTs harbouring the TERT promoter −124 C>T hotspot mutation and/or TERT amplification than in PTs with wild-type TERT (Figure 3B). Importantly, TERT mRNA was undetectable in 80%, 67% and 75% of the benign, borderline and malignant PTs harbouring wild-type TERT, respectively (Figure 3B). Analyses of telomere length using a PCR-based approach [38], Southern blot [40] and fluorescence in situ hybridization, however, did not reveal significant differences between PTs with altered or wild-type TERT (Figures 2C and 2D, Supplementary Figure S6), in agreement with the observations made in clear cell renal cell carcinoma [54]. Given the significantly higher frequency of the TERT promoter hotspot mutation and TERT gene amplification in borderline PTs and malignant PTs, it is plausible that these alterations may play a role in the progression from benign to malignant PTs.

MED12 somatic mutations have been shown to be restricted to the stromal components of fibroadenomas [55]. Based on the similarities between fibroadenomas and PTs, we reasoned that the TERT promoter hotspot mutations would be present in the stromal cells, but absent in the epithelial cells of PTs. Sequencing of MED12 exon 2 and TERT promoter in DNA extracted from the epithelial and stromal components of five laser capture microdissected PTs revealed that both mutations were restricted to the stromal component of these tumours (Figure 4), supporting the latter as the neoplastic component of PTs.
Given that PTs may be difficult to distinguish from fibroadenomas, particularly in the limited tissue sample of a diagnostic core biopsy, and that clinical management of all PTs requires complete excision of the lesion with clear surgical margins to minimize the risk of relapse and distant metastases whereas fibroadenomas may be followed-up clinically, we sought to define whether the TERT promoter −124 C>T hotspot mutation and/or gene amplification would be present in fibroadenomas. No TERT somatic genetic alterations were identified in a series of 100 consecutive fibroadenomas (Supplementary Table S8). Furthermore, we found that analysis of the TERT −124 C>T promoter hotspot mutation coupled with TERT gene copy number differentiates PTs from fibroadenomas with 100.00% (95% CI 95.38–100.00%) specificity and 100.00% (95% CI 85.86–100.00%) positive predictive value (PPV; Table 1), and benign PTs and fibroadenomas with 100.00% (95.38–100.00%) and 100.00% (56.09–100.00%; Table 1) specificity and PPV, respectively. These results suggest that TERT gene promoter sequencing and gene copy number analysis could be used as ancillary tests to differentiate PTs from fibroadenomas.

DISCUSSION

Here we demonstrate that the repertoire of actionable somatic genetic alterations in PTs varies with histologic grade, and that genetic profiling of malignant PTs may assist in the identification of targeted therapies for patients with metastatic disease. We found that the TERT promoter −124 C>T hotspot mutation and/or TERT gene amplification increase in frequency according to the histologic grade of the lesions, and result in increased TERT mRNA expression, supporting their potential role in the progression of PTs. Clonal genetic alterations including MED12 exon 2 and TERT promoter mutations were found to be present in the stromal cells but absent in the epithelial cells of PTs, suggesting that PTs are likely mesenchymal neoplasms.

Tan, et al. have recently reported on the landscape of somatic mutations in breast PTs [10]. In the present study, and in Tan, et al. [10], MED12 exon 2 mutations were the most frequent somatic mutations found in benign and borderline PTs (in the current study, 80% and 64% of benign and borderline PTs harbored MED12 exon 2 mutations, respectively, whereas in Tan, et al. [10], these frequencies were 82% and 63%, respectively). On the other hand, and despite the small sample size of malignant PTs in both studies (n=22 in the current study vs n=10 in Tan, et al.[10]), a difference of borderline significance in the prevalence of MED12 exon 2 mutations in malignant PTs was observed (23% vs. 60%, respectively, p=0.0557). In agreement with our observations, Cani, et al. [11] detected MED12 somatic mutations in 80% of benign (4/5) and borderline (4/5) PTs, but in only 40% (2/5) of malignant PTs. Furthermore, a significantly higher frequency of somatic mutations affecting TP53, RB1 and EGFR was observed in the present study than in Tan, et al. [10]; these differences, however, may merely reflect the higher proportion of malignant PTs in our study (22/76, 29%) than in Tan, et al. [10] (10/79, 13%; Supplementary Table S6). In fact, when adjusted for histological grade, no significant differences in the frequency of somatic mutations affecting the 28 genes assessed in both studies were observed. In agreement with Tan, et al. [10], nonsynonymous mutations in cancer-associated genes, such as TP53, RB1, EGFR and NF1, were restricted to borderline and malignant PTs, consistent with the notion that the mutational repertoire of PTs may correlate with their histological grades.
Yoshida, et al. [12] have recently identified TERT promoter mutations in 65% of PTs and in 7% of fibroadenomas. Sanger sequencing analysis [12] revealed TERT promoter mutations, mostly −124 C>T but also −146 C>T and −124C>A, in 50%, 87% and 62% of benign, borderline and malignant PTs, and in all but one case, TERT promoter mutations were found in conjunction with MED12 mutations. In addition, 7% of the 58 fibroadenomas analyzed by Yoshida, et al. [12] harboured the TERT promoter−124 C>T hotspot mutation. In accord with Yoshida, et al. [12], our massively parallel sequencing and Sanger sequencing analyses revealed the presence of the TERT promoter−124 C>T hotspot mutation at similar frequencies in borderline and malignant PTs (8/14, 57% vs. 50% in [12] and 12/22, 56% vs. 62% in [12], respectively, p>0.05, Fisher’s exact tests). Our study differed from that of Yoshida, et al. in that the only TERT promoter mutation found in the 76 PTs analyzed here was the −124 C>T hotspot mutation, that the frequency of TERT promoter mutations in benign PTs in our study (7/40, 18%) was significantly lower than that reported by Yoshida, et al. [12] (9/18, 50%, p=0.02, Fisher’s exact test), and that only 52% of the PTs harbouring TERT promoter mutations also displayed MED12 mutations in our study as opposed to 97% of TERT mutant PTs reported by Yoshida, et al. [12] (p<0.0001, Fisher’s exact test). Most importantly, from a diagnostic perspective, the results of our study are fundamentally different from those of Yoshida, et al. [12] in regards to the presence of TERT promoter mutations in fibroadenomas. Whilst four of the 58 (7%) fibroadenomas analyzed by Yoshida, et al. [12] harboured the −124 C>T TERT promoter hotspot mutation, all of the 100 consecutive fibroadenomas analyzed here displayed wild-type TERT. The difference observed in these studies may be attributed to the challenging nature of classifying and grading breast fibroepithelial lesions. In our study, all cases were reviewed by four pathologists with an interest and expertise in breast pathology and the final diagnoses were based on a consensus among the four pathologists. Another potential explanation may stem from the possible differences in the repertoire of somatic mutations in fibroepithelial lesions affecting Asian and North American individuals. Further studies are warranted to define the frequency of TERT promoter mutations in benign PTs and fibroadenomas in patients of different ethnicities.

In our study, PTs harbouring the −124 C>T TERT promoter hotspot mutation or TERT gene amplification were found to consistently display detectable levels of TERT mRNA, and to have significantly higher levels of TERT mRNA than PTs with wild-type TERT. Consistent with the results reported by Hosen, et al. [54], no differences in relative telomere length were observed between PTs with and without TERT promoter mutations or TERT gene amplification. Potential explanations for this observation include that the PTs without TERT mutations may harbour genetic or epigenetic alterations that may activate the alternative lengthening of the telomeres (ALT) mechanism of telomere length maintenance. Interestingly, case MaPT04, one of the TERT wild-type malignant PTs harboured a likely pathogenic mutation affecting ATRX, a gene whose alterations have been shown to result in Alternative Lengthening of Telomeres (ALT) [56,57]. In addition, the association between the −124 C>T TERT promoter hotspot mutation and TERT gene amplification and longer telomeres would presuppose that these alterations happened at the point of telomere crisis. Hence, further studies are warranted to define the exact chronology of the acquisition of these genetic alterations in the evolution of PTs.
Our study has important limitations. Owing to the low recurrence rate (7/72, 10%) and short follow-up (median 27 months) of the patients with PTs analyzed here, it was not possible to address whether TERT somatic genetic alterations are associated with outcome. Defining the impact of TERT somatic genetic alterations on the outcome of patients with benign and borderline PTs remains an important question. Although in our analysis, TERT somatic genetic alterations were found to have a high positive predictive value, its negative predictive value was suboptimal for the distinction between PTs and fibroadenomas. Further studies are warranted to define whether a massively parallel sequencing panel targeting TERT somatic genetic alterations in conjunction with alterations in cancer genes affected in borderline and malignant PTs, including RARA, SETD2, KMT2D, TP53, NF1, RB1, EGFR and RUNX1, would provide an even greater diagnostic accuracy.

Despite these limitations, our findings have possible implications in achieving a more accurate diagnosis of fibroepithelial lesions, given that TERT promoter sequencing and/or TERT gene copy number analysis may assist in the differentiation between fibroadenomas and PTs, thereby improving the clinical management for patients with these tumours. We also demonstrated that a targeted sequencing assay may be employed to identify potentially actionable genetic alterations in malignant PTs, which currently lack options for systemic treatment. Finally, TERT somatic genetic alterations were found to be significantly more prevalent in borderline and malignant PTs than in benign PTs. In conjunction with the observation that borderline and malignant PTs have a higher number of somatic mutations and CNAs than benign PTs, our results would be consistent with the hypothesis that TERT somatic genetic alterations likely play a role in the progression of PTs, potentially by enabling mesenchymal cells of PTs to undergo a greater number of cell divisions and ultimately acquire driver somatic genetic alterations in key cancer genes.
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Figure 1. Somatic mutations, gene amplifications and homozygous deletions in phyllodes tumours of the breast

Non-synonymous somatic mutations, gene amplifications and homozygous deletions identified in the 25 phyllodes tumours of the breast subjected to targeted capture massively parallel sequencing. Each column represents one sample; genes are reported in rows. Only the 227 genes consistently present in the three targeted capture panels are included. Alteration types are color-coded according to the legend. The presence of loss of heterozygosity of the wild-type allele of a mutated gene is represented by a diagonal bar. Bar charts (top) indicate the number of non-synonymous, promoter and synonymous somatic single nucleotide variants (SNVs), as well as the number of somatic insertions and deletions (indels) for each sample. Bar charts (right) show the number of cases harbouring nonsynonymous or promoter somatic SNVs, indels, gene amplifications or homozygous deletions in a given gene, color-coded based on the grade of the lesions.
Figure 2. Comparison of the frequency of somatic mutations and of genes with copy number alterations in phyllodes tumours stratified according to histological grade

A, number of somatic mutations identified in phyllodes tumours (PTs) stratified histologically as benign, borderline and malignant. Error bars, S. D. of the mean. B, number of genes with copy number alterations identified in phyllodes tumours stratified histologically as benign, borderline and malignant. Error bars, S. D. of the mean. Statistical comparisons were performed using Kruskal-Wallis test.
Figure 3. *MED12* and *TERT* recurrent somatic genetic alterations in phyllodes tumours of the breast

A, Frequencies of *MED12* exon 2 somatic mutations (upper panel) and *TERT* −124 C>T promoter hotspot mutations and *TERT* amplifications (lower panel) in the 76 phyllodes tumours of the breast included in this study. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals. Statistical comparisons were performed using the Fisher’s exact test. AMP, amplified; MUT, mutated; PT, phyllodes tumour; WT, wild-type. B, *TERT* mRNA levels in phyllodes tumours (PT) harbouring *TERT* promoter hotspot mutations or gene amplification and in PTs with wild-type *TERT* as assessed by quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR). Statistical comparisons were performed using the Mann-Whitney U test. Error bars, S. D. of the mean (n = 3 experimental replicates). C, Association of *TERT* promoter mutations and/or amplifications with telomere length calculated using quantitative PCR [38]. Statistical comparisons performed using the Mann-Whitney U test revealed no differences between the two groups (P=0.76). Error bars, S. D. of the mean (n=3 experimental replicates). D, Representative TeloFISH micrographs of selected phyllodes tumours of the breast with (left panel) and without (right panel) the −124C>T *TERT* promoter somatic mutation. No differences were detected in the average telomere intensity between phyllodes tumours with and without *TERT* somatic genetic alterations (p=0.9). Statistical comparisons were performed using the Mann-Whitney U test. Scale bars, 5 μm.
Figure 4. TERT and MED12 somatic genetic alterations are present in the stromal but not in the epithelial components of phyllodes tumours of the breast

Micrographs of laser capture microdissected stromal and epithelial cells from five phyllodes tumours, and the respective Sanger sequencing traces of the TERT promoter region encompassing the −124 locus and MED12 exon 2 in the separately microdissected stromal and epithelial components. To avoid contamination, a thorough two-step laser-capture microdissection was performed: the component not to be sequenced was first ablated with a laser; after the complete removal of the component not to be analyzed, the component to be analyzed was retrieved using laser-capture microdissection. The presence or absence of the mutations interrogated by Sanger sequencing is indicated by red and black arrows, respectively.
Table 1

Sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values of TERT promoter hotspot mutation and/or TERT amplification in the differential diagnosis between fibroadenomas and PTs of the breast.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TERT genetic alteration status</th>
<th>Sensitivity (% 95% CIs)</th>
<th>Specificity (% 95% CIs)</th>
<th>Positive predictive value % 95% CIs</th>
<th>Negative predictive value % 95% CIs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distinguishing PTs from fibroadenomas</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERT $^{−124}$ C&gt;T promoter mutation and/or amplification status</td>
<td>% (28.65%–51.36%)</td>
<td>100.00% (95.38%–100.00%)</td>
<td>100.00% (85.86%–100.00%)</td>
<td>% (60.21%–75.78%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distinguishing benign PTs from fibroadenomas</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERT $^{−124}$ C&gt;T promoter mutation and/or amplification status</td>
<td>% (25.11%–47.41%)</td>
<td>100.00% (95.36%–100.00%)</td>
<td>100.00% (84.49%–100.00%)</td>
<td>% (58.87%–74.45%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERT amplification status</td>
<td>% (1.02%–11.80%)</td>
<td>100.00% (95.38%–100.00%)</td>
<td>100.00% (30.99%–100.00%)</td>
<td>% (74.96%–93.74%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERT $^{−124}$ C&gt;T promoter mutation</td>
<td>% (7.89%–33.36%)</td>
<td>100.00% (95.38%–100.00%)</td>
<td>100.00% (56.09%–100.00%)</td>
<td>% (66.80%–82.08%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERT amplification status</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CI, confidence interval; NA, not applicable, as the feature was not present in any of the fibroadenomas analyzed; 95% confidence intervals were calculated according to the efficient-score method corrected for continuity as previously described 41 based on the method outlined by Wilson 42. Benign PTs, benign phyllodes tumours of the breast; PTs, phyllodes tumours of the breast.